
Boost your creativity and have fun capturing the world around you with  
your smartphone camera. The walk will take anywhere from 30-90 minutes 
depending on how fast or slow you choose to go.

01 Annenberg Space for Photography
Let’s begin with finding a Photoville poster. First take  
the obvious photo (left) and then get a bit more creative  
by moving closer and creating a more interesting  
composition (right).

Think Small
Take a few moments to look down and capture close up 
details of plants, rocks or whatever catches your eye.

Leading Lines
Look for leading lines. Move your camera close to the edge 
of a wall, walkway or shadow, and fill up the frame with lines. 
Include a human in the frame to provide a sense of scale.

02 Bank of America Interior Lobby
Capture images of the colors, materials, escalators, and  
even the ceiling. 

Adding Interest with  
a Person 
After you have explored the 
space, take a moment to  
capture images of a single 
person. Try to time it so that 
you capture them mid stride.

Get Close
Capture some images of  
the lobby sculpture. Get  
really close so that the  
details fill up the frame.

GUIDE



03 Walkway and Ramp Details
Walk out the building toward Century 
Park Road. As you go, look to capture  
a few details on the ground. As you  
walk down the ramp, capture images 
with leading lines — lines that guide  
the viewers’ eyes through the frame.  
Experiment with using different  
compositions so that the lines cut  
or sweep through the frame in  
different ways. You can always crop  
when you edit.

04 Patio Corner
Cross Century Park Rd to the north side of the street. The patio and the building provide a great chance to practice more with 
leading lines and there are some great shapes and colors. Point your camera down and sideways with the intent of using the 
lines, shapes and colors. 

05 North Side Century Park Road
A simple glance down or up can reveal some  
great photo opportunities. First, try to play with  
combining a street lamp and buildings into one  
frame. Look down and collect some colors and  
details. You can remove colors and boost others  
in editing. 

Picture within a Picture
As you continue down this somewhat  
nondescript street, search for a few “pictures  
within a picture” — by finding frameable  
details that catch your eye. Look at the bus  
stop. The “walls” of the bus stop are made  
from metal sheets with thousands of holes.  
Use them to create some abstract images or  
put your mobile device really close to peer 
through the hole like the lower right image.



Further down the street you will notice some  
parking garages on the right. Wander down  
one to see what you find. Or walk down the  
walkway by the Bank of California.

Create Isolated Elements
Search for ways to isolate elements —  
whether that’s an arrow painted on the  
ground or a person walking alone. Pay  
attention to what you include in the frame  
and keep it as simple as possible. You can  
remove unwanted elements when you edit.

06 Corner Century Park
Look for footpaths that allow you to walk closer  
to buildings. If you see something that looks  
interesting , stop for a moment and compose  
a photo..

07 South Side Santa Monica Blvd
The first stretch of this street is a great for  
photographing textures, patterns and colors.

Looking from all Angles
Then when you arrive at the Margiela store,  
plan to take some time to really work this  
location. The building is covered with thousands 
of small plastic white circles. Position your camera 
high, low, close, and far away. Try different  
compositions, orientations (vertical/horizontal)  
and including a friend or colleague in a shot. 

Mirrors, Windows and Textures
Down the street a little further you will encounter some cool  
buildings. One even has a legitimate Banksy piece on it. Further  
down, you’ll find a building with mirror like windows — try capturing  
a reflection like the top left image below. Continue to wander down 
the street slowly and capture some textures. Get close to whatever  
it is that interests you. 



08 North Santa Monica Blvd 
When you arrive at Charleville, cross to the other 
side of Santa Monica Blvd to begin your trip back. 
As you cross, look for a few parking spots and a  
staircase. Go up the stairs and look for the pointy 
cypress bushes. See what you can compose.  
Then continue back to Santa Monica Blvd.  

Colors and Textures
This street has some fun colors, textures and signs. 
See if you can frame the image to make signs into 
more of a geometric/graphic. Crop the images so 
that you do not reveal too much — study it from  
all different angles and points of view.

One Location, Ten Unique Photos
When you get to the building with the orange line on it, see if you can frame the line in 10 different ways. Use this as a chance 
to exercise your creative composition muscles. Then as you continue, look for peeling paint, brick walls, colors or anything else 
that jumps out at you.

Shapes, Colors and Lines
See if you can make the buildings look less like  
ordinary buildings and more like strange and fantastic shapes. The best way to do that is to change your point of view. Rather 
than shooting at eye level and from and distance, get close and get low and then angle your camera up. 

09 West Side Century Park 
Make your way back to Photoville, walk on the 
west side of Century Park Road.

10 Nearing Photoville 
Now with Photoville in sight, it’s time to create a  
few grand finale photos. Start off by doing a study  
of the concrete and rocks. Experiment with the  
ways the lines cut through your frame. Then point 
your camera up and look to create some surreal 
drama. As you change where you stand, you’ll see 
how you can create incredibly different and interesting photos. Be sure to stand in the middle of the two buildings and then 
aim your camera straight up so that they are almost touching like in the image above/center.

Next Steps: After having completed the photo walk, be sure to stop by the Adobe tent at Photoville to learn how to edit your 
photos to make them look even better.


